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Founded in 1967, Cineaste is today widely regarded as one of the most
important film quarterlies published anywhere in the world.
The journal’s unique editorial focus is reflected in the in-depth nature of its
feature articles and interviews, as well as its film, book, and DVD reviews,
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American and foreign cinema, always emphasizing a popular, readable
style displayed in a lavishly illustrated, full-color format.
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HERE IS JUST A SAMPLE OF WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT CINEASTE
“Serious without seeming academic, political but not doctrinaire, always topical although
seldom trendy, Cineaste is a unique voice in U.S. film culture. Long may it last!”—J. Hoberman,
author, coauthor or editor of twelve books, most recently Film After Film (Or, What Became of
21st Century Cinema?) and An Army of Phantoms: American Movies and the Making of the Cold War
“Of all the publications I read, Cineaste ranks highly as a magazine with serious journalistic writing and
true integrity. I am always intrigued by the in-depth interviews and fascinating topics. Cineaste makes
an important contribution to our filmmaking culture as it stands up for important causes and special
films that would otherwise be lost in our mass consumption of pop culture.”—Oliver Stone, film director
“Cineaste never panders to its readers, and certainly not to the industry. It is tough and analytic, a vigilant
magazine with a perspective. Yet there’s an enthusiasm for films of every sort that makes it lively in a way no
academic film journal ever is. Not just its interviews and reviews, but its editorials often take me to the peak
of what I love about films, keeping me alert to how and why they are made, what they look and feel like, and
how important they are to the society they address.”—Dudley Andrew, Professor of Film and Comparative
Literature at Yale University, author of The Major Film Theories, Concepts of Film Theory,
Film in the Aura of Art, André Bazin, and Mists of Regret: Culture and Sensibility in Classic French Film
“Cineaste asks all the questions you wish the other interviewers asked. If you care about the
‘content’ of movies, Cineaste is the place to look.”—John Sayles, screenwriter and film director
“Cineaste long ago established itself as one of the most reliable and reliably exciting magazines on cinema.
The interviews, a regular feature for decades, are among the finest we have in English, and the feature articles
are of high quality. Its eagerness to embrace all types of cinema, but always keeping one critical eye open, has
been a wonderful model. The magazine practices intellectually serious pluralism, shot through with an
infectious enthusiasm for cinema. May it continue to be a beacon of understanding and energy for decades more!”
—David Bordwell, Professor of Film Studies Emeritus, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and
author or coauthor of Film Art, Film History, The Classical Hollywood Cinema, Poetics of Cinema,
and Pandora’s Digital Box: Films, Files and the Future of Movies
“I read Cineaste with an interest and a pleasure that’s never disappointed. I discover films and auteurs
that I did not know. And I rediscover, with delight, those films I do know.”—Costa-Gavras, film director
“No film magazine is more essential for cinephiles than Cineaste.”—Dave Kehr,
author of When Movies Mattered: Reviews from a Transformative Decade
“Magazines purporting to publish well-written and researched feature articles and reviews seem to come
and go rather like the tides. Some attempt to persuade the public to become readers via pretty pictures.
As both a reader, as well an interviewee of Cineaste since its early days, I know how much effort, research
and checking goes into every article in every issue. Not only do I enjoy reading Cineaste, but the publication
has continues to garner something important to me: my respect.—Robert A. Harris, film historian and
preservationist of Lawrence of Arabia, Spartacus, Vertigo, Rear Window, It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World, etc.
“Cineaste is compulsively readable. With its intelligent, even-handed coverage of past, present and future cinema,
its thoughtful special sections on trends and technologies, and its insistence on the ways that politics and
aesthetics overlap, it is a rich resource for film buffs.”—Phillip Lopate, film critic and author of
Totally Tenderly Tragically: Essays and Criticism from a Lifelong Love Affair with the Movies
“Cineaste often has the best interviews of any Anglo-American film magazine, as well as one of the most adroit
mixes of academic and nonacademic approaches to contemporary film culture.”—Jonathan Rosenbaum,
author of Movie Wars, Movies as Politics, and Goodbye Cinema, Hello Cinephilia
“An essential resource at the intersection of politics and the cinema.”—Roger Ebert (1942–2013), film critic
“A must-have for the serious film person...scrupulous and scholarly reviews and profiles.”—Zine Guide
“Cineaste is the only publication I read that’s always over my head. That's why I read it.” —Joe Bob Briggs, author of
Joe Bob Goes to the Drive-In, Profoundly Disturbing: Shocking Movies That Changed History, and many others.
“Looking for serious criticism? Cineaste bills itself as ‘America’s leading magazine on the art and politics
of the cinema.’ To this title, it aspires aggressively, with gusto as well as erudition. It is aimed at the
connoisseur, the professor and student, and the professional.” —Small Magazine Review

